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Company: Teach Now

Location: Cheshunt

Category: educational-instruction-and-library

KS1 Teacher

* Cheshunt, Hertfordshire, UK

* Full Time

* Long Term

* Posted 2 seconds ago

* Salary: £ £160-£210

� Set Sail on an Educational Voyage in Cheshunt! �

Attention all experienced Key Stage 1 Teachers with a knack for innovation and a passion

for nurturing young minds! Our school nestled in the charming town of Cheshunt is seeking a

talented and committed KS1 Teacher to join our vibrant team on a full-time, long-term basis.

Explore Cheshunt:

Immerse yourself in the rich tapestry of community and creativity that defines Cheshunt.
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From its quaint markets and inviting cafes to its serene parks and bustling streets, Cheshunt

offers a tapestry of inspiration and inclusivity. As a teacher in Cheshunt, you’ll become

part of a community that values innovation and embraces the beauty of diversity.

Your Role and Responsibilities:

As a KS1 Teacher in Cheshunt, you’ll play a pivotal role in shaping young minds and

fostering a love for learning. Your mission encompasses:

• Crafting Engaging Lessons: Inject your lessons with creativity and enthusiasm, cultivating

an environment where curiosity thrives and imaginations soar.

• Navigating the Curriculum: Chart a course through the National Curriculum, tailoring your

teaching to suit the needs and interests of your unique group of learners.

• Guiding Assessment: Navigate the waters of assessment, using your discerning eye to

assess progress and provide feedback that steers students toward success.

• Adapting to All Needs: Respond to the diverse needs of your students, adjusting your teaching

methods to ensure every child can navigate the currents of learning.

• Building Connections: Cultivate strong relationships with your fellow educators, families,

and community partners to create a supportive network that empowers every student to

flourish.

Essential Qualities:

To embark on your journey as a KS1 Teacher in Cheshunt, you’ll need:

• A Compass of Inclusivity: Embrace the diversity of backgrounds and experiences within

Cheshunt’s student community, steering towards inclusion and celebration.

• An Anchor of Resilience: Stand steadfast in the face of challenges, navigating through

obstacles with determination to help every student reach their full potential.

• A Beacon of Communication: Illuminate effective communication, fostering open dialogue and

understanding among students, colleagues, and families.

• A Compassionate Companion: Navigate the seas of inclusion with empathy and care,

ensuring all students feel valued, seen, and supported.



Hours and Compensation:

Working Hours: 8:30 AM to 3:30 PM, Term Time Treasure

Compensation (Salary):

Daily rates await, ranging from £160 to £210 for our esteemed KS1 Teachers (QTS).

Chart your course towards a fulfilling career in education—apply now to embark on an

unforgettable journey of teaching and learning in the heart of Cheshunt! ��

Do you feel you meet the criteria for this exciting opportunity? If so, please either apply

below or contact Teach-Now directly. All applicants will require the appropriate qualifications

and training for this role. For teacher roles, we require a formally recognised teaching

qualification. If you are not contacted within 2 working days, unfortunately, you have been

unsuccessful for this role. However, we will keep your CV and continue to help you in your

search for a job within education.

Good luck with your application, we look forward to hearing from you.

Teach Now operates stringent safer recruitment procedures.

We are committed to promoting equality and challenging discrimination. Teach Now is

committed to safeguarding and promoting the welfare of children, young people, and

vulnerable adults and expects all staff and volunteers to share this commitment. This post

will be subject to an Enhanced DBS Clearance.

Apply Now
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